[Stay safe and play fair]
We, BSSCOMPANY, are putting the top priority on providing a safe and fair game environment for
Tank Royale's services. Abusive behavior is not tolerated to ensure a safe and fair gameplay
environment. Accounts that are identified as having committed unhealthy acts below are subject to
in-game formulations such as game items/coin recovery, game use dates/permanent suspension,
and can be subject to legal penalties if there is a legal violation.
-

Illegal use Acquisition of information or acquisition of others for the purpose of defrauding
another person's account without the consent of others

-

Cash transaction The act of arranging transactions, transaction attempts, or transactions
with accounts in cash or in kind

-

Bug and system abuse A deliberate use of the vulnerability (bugs, system errors, etc.) of
Tank Royale

-

Use illegal programs Use of programs, equipment and devices designed to modify,
damage, and forge normal operation of Tank Royale, copyright infringement or related data

-

Imposture Deceiving the names and identities of others such as employees, managers, and
developers of BSS COMPANY

-

Fraud The act of misleading or deceiving a third party with false information, or the act of
harming it

-

Abusing By using the game repeatedly, periodically or non-periodically through an
unintended method, it is an act of acquiring large amounts of experience, completeness,
items, coins, etc.

-

Use inappropriate expressions Antisocial expressions such as excessive profanity,
intimidation, obscene/sexual expression, and racism

-

Illegal advertising promotion Posting or registering articles, photos, etc. in chatting and
community for the benefit of an individual or a specific group

-

Spamming To repeatedly post or register articles, photos, etc. in order to express their
opinions, to express their complaints, or to reveal their interest in chatting and community

-

Interrupting the play of the game Interference or obstruction of the use of normal "Tank
Royale" to harm third parties

-

Infringement of privacy The act of demanding, exposing, or exploiting personal

information of a third party

Please, report violator through the link below, if there are someone who violates Tank Royale's safe
and fair play policy.
support_tank@bsscamp.com

We always hope users could play Tank Royale pleasantly and happily.
Thank you.

